
 

 
 

 
Bend over and bite down hard…this is gonna be an attack you won’t soon forget. Six 
sex pigs—led by TitanMen exclusives Tony Buff and Tibor Wolfe—are piston 
driven, piss hungry and forearm deep to expose viewers to the world of extreme ass 
play. From spit and piss to fists and fuck machines, the wicked scenes from the dirty 
minds of Buff and co-director Paul Wilde are brought to life in Anal Assault, the 
latest from ROUGH, the line that cements TitanMen’s commitment to being First in 
Fetish. 
 
Opposites attract as hairy muscle man Tibor Wolfe submits to smooth, slender and 
super-hung Ethan Wolfe—who uses his cock, piss, fists and a fuck machine to 
please the bottom. 
 
Verbal Tony Buff exerts his control over jock Sam Lane, whose ass is opened wide 
by a massive dildo and Buff’s boner—which pin the smooth stud to the floor. 
 
World-renowned fisting bottom Billy Berlin gets stretched to the limit by the cock, 
dildos and fists of rising fetish star Alessio Romero as an excited Tony Buff 
watches from afar. 
 
 
Scene 1 
TitanMen exclusive Tibor Wolfe with Ethan Wolfe 
 
Leading hairy muscle stud Tibor Wolfe into the dark room, trim and smooth Ethan 
Wolfe sits down and guides him to the floor. Tibor frees the giant bulge from Ethan’s 
red jockstrap and gets to work. With his massive cock rock hard, Ethan stands up to 
fuck his bud’s face—and to unleash a stream of piss that fills Tibor’s mouth. Tibor 
also pisses on himself, and Ethan shoots a stream into his own mouth before 
bending down for a kiss as they exchange fluids. Ethan then eats out Tibor—his 
goatee bristling against his bud’s hole—before sliding his meat inside. Tibor stays 
stiff, showing off his hard meat as he gets fucked. He soon gets comfortable in a sling 
hanging from the ceiling in a nearby room. Ethan cranks up a fuck machine, which 
plows a dildo into Tibor’s hole. Ethan’s cock pulses in excitement as he watches—
and speeds up the machine to appease the pig bottom. Now warmed up, Tibor 
accepts Ethan’s fingers and fist inside his hungry hole. Ethan grinds and twists his 
way inside the bottom’s oozing ass before Tibor lets out another stream of piss that 
soaks Ethan’s head. As Ethan fists him faster, Tibor squirts—then licks the jizz off his 
fingers before Ethan coats him in cum. 
 
 



Scene 2 
TitanMen exclusive Tony Buff with Sam Lane 
 
 “Lick those fuckin’ nuts, boy!” says mohawked Tony Buff, whose huge cock is getting 
expert attention from light-skinned smoothie Sam Lane, a boy-next-door jock with a 
nasty side. Tony spits down before unleashing huge streams of piss that land in 
Sam’s mouth. Tony flashes a wicked smile as he marks his territory, then spurts 
some piss up into his own mouth before spitting it back down on Sam. Tony shoves 
his dick inside Sam’s mouth again, soon forcing him to the mat as he face fucks him 
balls deep. Sam then unleashes his piss into an empty bottle—which he empties into 
his own mouth as piss streams down his silky skin. Sam soon gets on all fours as 
Tony eats and fingers his hole. Tony spreads Sam’s cheeks and grinds his fingers 
inside, then shoves a huge dildo in his ass. Sam sits down on it, his blond, lube-
soaked ass hairs glistening as they hug the thick tool. Tony feeds Sam’s mouth again 
before pissing and spitting on Sam, finally fucking him. Sam finds himself pinned to 
the floor, a leather boot planted in the middle of his back as he gets rammed. Soon 
on his back, the bottom gets covered in cum as an out-of-breath Tony smiles and 
laughs while collapsing over his conquest.  
 
 
Scene 3 
Billy Berlin and Alessio Romero 
 
The stark contrast of their skin tones makes the visual even hotter: dark, tan, tattooed 
and hairy Alessio Romero is instantly engaged in a passionate kiss with smooth, 
light-skinned blond Billy Berlin. As they lick pits and rub chests, Billy spits in his bud’s 
mouth before falling to his knees. After a wet suck, the two kiss as their cocks grind. 
Alessio deep throats Billy, who feeds his fingers to him before spitting into Alessio’s 
mouth and fucking his face. The two piss on each other before Billy bends over. The 
verbal Alessio eats and fucks the bottom, constantly spitting down on Billy (who turns 
around to grab the top’s pec). Billy turns over as Alessio’s hairy ass thrusts deep, the 
top’s muscular back getting sweatier. A huge dildo and some fingers are up Billy 
next. With his abs tight, the bottom smiles and stays stiff, his boner propped up by 
Alessio. The scene excites Tony Buff, who rubs his dick and lets out a huge stream 
of piss as he watches.  
 
After Billy’s hole swallows an even bigger dildo, his sticky ass welcomes Alessio’s 
fists—which take turns sliding in and out. The top twists in deep, his hairy forearms 
soaked with ass juice. He spreads Billy’s cheeks, showing off the bright-red cherry 
before the bottom crouches on a ladder and sits down on Alessio’s arm. Billy jacks to 
cum before the equally excited Alessio dumps a massive load on the floor, shouting 
out “Motherfucker!” to end the intense and extreme encounter. 
 
 



Title:  Anal Assault 
 
Studio: ROUGH — a TitanMen presentation 
 
Models: TitanMen exclusives Tony Buff and Tibor Wolfe. Also starring Billy 

Berlin, Sam Lane, Alessio Romero and Ethan Wolfe. 
 
Director: Tony Buff and Paul Wilde 
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